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The principle of a unique interferometer, called a femtosecond optical frequency comb-based (FOFC-based) tandem interferometer, is
proposed and demonstrated for the first time. By taking advantage of both the temporal coherence characteristic of an FOFC light
source and the transmission characteristics of acquired length information based on a tandem interferometer, the present technique
is expected to be useful for high-precision measurement of long distances for not only science purposes but also industry require-
ments. [DOI: 10.2971/jeos.2009.09043]
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1 INTRODUCTION

Remote measurements of lengths are strongly demanded for
not only science purposes but also industry requirements. Re-
mote length measurement systems must have rapid response
and high precision in space mission projects such as DAR-
WIN and LISA [1]. Due to its increased frequency stability
and very broad frequency band, the femtosecond optical fre-
quency comb (FOFC) is a good choice for high-precision long-
distance measurements [1]–[8]. With the internationalization
of production supply, however, the necessity for accurate and
economical remote calibration measurements continues to in-
crease. For remote measurements, tandem low-coherence in-
terferometers have been used, because the length information
can be transmitted between two separated places [9]–[11]. We
have investigated the temporal coherence function of a pulse
train from an FOFC [12, 13]. The results show that high tem-
poral coherence peaks exist during the period equal to the rep-
etition intervals in the traveling direction of the FOFC.

Based on these previous works, in the present study, we
demonstrate an FOFC-based tandem interferometer. As
shown below, in the FOFC-based tandem interferometric
scheme, a long optical-path difference is recorded by different
pairs of pulse trains from the FOFC, transmitted by the
unique character of a tandem interferometer, and then “com-
pressed” and measured by the temporal interference between
the different pairs of pulse trains. Fortunately, this new ap-
proach to high-accuracy length metrology, by combining the
FOFC light source and a tandem interferometer, has its own
advantages. The FOFC-based tandem interferometer enables
long optical-path difference measurement by nonsymmetrical

tandem configurations in a relatively small well-calibrated
reference system. For simplicity of explanation, we have
neglected the dispersion and absorption of the optical devices
over the FOFC’s illumination bandwidth. We note that in
2009, a numerical model of pulse train propagation in air was
reported and was applied to length measurements by using
interference fringes between chirped pulses [7, 8].

2 PRINCIPLE

Figure 1 shows an overview of the developed system. The
optical scheme is carried out with a system consisting of an
FOFC optical source, a tandem interferometer, and system
controls. The FOFC optical source’s power spectrum can be
expressed as follows,

P( f ) ∝ A( f − fc)× comb( frep),

comb( frep) ≡
+∞

∑
m=−∞

δ( f −m frep)
(1)

where A( f − fc) is the envelope function of the FOFC power
spectrum and fc is the center carrier frequency of the FOFC.
When the electric field packet repeats at the pulse repetition
period TR, the “carrier” phase slips by ∆φce to the carrier-
envelope phase because of the difference between the group
and phase velocities. In the frequency domain, a mode-locked
FOFC generates equidistant frequency comb lines with the
pulse repetition frequency frep ∝ 1/TR. Based on the Wiener–
Khintchine theorem, the interferometric signal of the autocor-
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Fig. 1. System overview of the FOFC-based tandem interferometer. FOFC: femtosecond 

optical frequency comb, BS1-2: beam splitters, M1-5: mirrors, C: collimator, L: lens, PD: photo 

detector, PC: personal computer. 
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FIG. 1 System overview of the FOFC-based tandem interferometer FOFC: femtosecond

optical frequency comb, BS1–2: beam splitters, M1–5: mirrors, C: collimator, L: lens, PD:

photo detector, PC: personal computer.
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Fig. 2. Relative delay between pulse trains formed by an unbalanced optical-path Michelson 

interferometer (first interferometer). (a) Relative positions of the pulse train before introduction 
into the first interferometer. (b) Relative positions of two pulse trains after traveling by the first 
interferometer. 
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FIG. 2 Relative delay between pulse trains formed by an unbalanced optical-path

Michelson interferometer (first interferometer). (a) Relative positions of the pulse

train before introduction into the first interferometer. (b) Relative positions of two

pulse trains after traveling by the first interferometer.

relation function is given by

γ(τ) ∝ F−1 [A( f − fc)]⊗ comb(TR),

comb(TR) ≡
+∞

∑
m=−∞

δ(τ −mTR).
(2)

From Eq. (2), the temporal coherence function periodically
displays a high temporal coherence peak where the pulse
trains signal of the FOFC displays a high-intensity peak with
the pulse repetition period TR.

The optical scheme of a tandem interferometer is shown in
Figure 1. The tandem interferometer has a tandem configu-
ration of two unbalanced optical-path Michelson interferom-
eters. The first interferometer is composed of a beam split-
ter (BS1), a fixed reference mirror (M1), and an object mir-
ror (M2). The pulse train from an FOFC light source is intro-
duced into the first interferometer and split into two identi-
cal parts at the BS1, and then Etrain1(t) is reflected by M1 and
Etrain2(t) is reflected by M2. Etrain2(t) is delayed relative to
Etrain1(t) with l = c(h × TR − ∆P)/2 (c is the light velocity
in air, h = floor(2l/cTR), ∆p = mod(2l, chTR)), and they are
finally recombined at the BS1 (see Figure 2).

After travelling by the first interferometer, the recombined
pulse trains are introduced into the second interferometer. The
second interferometer of the tandem interferometer is com-
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FIG. 3 Interference fringes form with different relative delays between pulse trains

formed by the second interferometer. With relative optical-path delay as (a) −c∆P1,

(b) 0 and (c) c∆P1. The relatively delayed pulse trains will overlap as (d), (e) and (f)

respectively and the expected interference fringes can be observed.

posed of a BS2, a moving reference mirror (M3), which is fixed
on the top surface of a computer-controlled and calibrated ul-
trasonic stepping motor, and a fixed object mirror (M4). The
recombined pulse trains from BS1 are split into two identical
parts at the BS2, and then Etrain3(t) is reflected by M3 and
Etrain4(t) is reflected by M4. Etrain3(t) is delayed relative to
Etrain4(t) with different relative optical-path delays, as shown
in Figure 3, and they are finally recombined at the BS2. When
relative optical-path delay is 0, the interference fringes (auto
correlation patterns) can be observed as an ordinary Michel-
son interferometer. The optical comb mode-lock technique re-
sults in interference fringes (cross correlation patterns) reap-
pearing at delays equal to −c∆P1 and c∆P1 between different
pairs of pulse trains. When the pulse trains Etrain4(t) and the
relatively delayed pulse trains Etrain3(t) finally overlap at the
BS2 (see Figures 3(d) and 3(f)), one can expect that interference
fringes will be observable. After performing the time integra-
tion, we obtain

I(t) ∝ |γ(τ)| cos [mod (h× ∆φce, 2π)] . (3)

3 EXPERIMENT

The experiment is carried out with an FOFC (FC1500, Men-
loSystems, frep = 100 MHz). The pulse trains from the FOFC
are expanded and collimated by a collimator (C1) and intro-
duced into the tandem interferometer. In the first interferom-
eter, the relative optical displacement c(h × TR − ∆P)/2 be-
tween the two pairs of pulse trains is about 1.5 m (h = 1). Dur-
ing the measurement, by moving M3 by means of a computer-
controlled and calibrated ultrasonic stepping motor, we could
observe the interference fringes. After travelling different path
lengths, these two pairs of pulse trains overlap at the BS2. Lens
L makes an image of the interference fringes on a photo detec-
tor (PD).

Figure 4 illustrates the acquired interference fringes. The three
interference fringe signals exhibit a high contrast between the
two pairs of pulse trains by the relative optical displacements
−c∆P, 0 and c∆P respectively. To distinguish the real interfer-
ence fringe peaks from the side lobes of the second interfer-
ence fringes, we move M2, which means the first and third

09043- 2
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Fig. 4. Interference fringes with different relative delays between two pulse trains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 4 Interference fringes with different relative delays between two pulse trains.

interference fringes will exhibit high contrasts with a different
relative optical displacement, −c∆P and c∆P. As noted in Fig-
ure 4, the first and third peaks move away from the second
interference fringes peak (the two peaks of the second inter-
ference fringes overlap).

Figure 5 shows the result when a 50 µm step displacement by
the shift of M2 was repeatedly induced over a distance range
of 500 µm. We fitted the centers of the peaks, and measured
the relative displacement between the two peaks. The ob-
tained experimental value of the change in relative displace-
ment is 50± 2.45 µm. And as show in Figure 5, we obtained
the good linearity between the change in the step displace-
ment shift of M2 and the measured change in relative displace-
ment between two peaks. The measured result of distance is
in good agreement with the set distance value by shift of M2
within a standard deviation.

During the measurements, the fluctuations of displacement
between two peaks due to noise, such as mechanical vibra-
tion and temperature fluctuation, in the state were monitored.
The effect of the shift of M2 with 50 µm step displacement is
sufficiently larger than that due to noise.

The measuring range is mainly affected by the range of the
stepping motor. The experimental resolution suffers primar-
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Fig. 5. Measurement result by a step displacement shift of M2 and measured displacement.  

 

 

FIG. 5 Measurement result by a step displacement shift of M2 and measured displace-

ment.

ily from the error arising from peak overlap caused by the side
lobe noise on interference fringes due to the restricted resolu-
tion of the oscilloscope. However, it should be stressed that
these limitations are not related to the principle itself. We are
currently pursuing an approach in which performance can be
improved using an optical device with high accuracy and an
appropriate design of the system.

4 SUMMARY

In summary, we proposed the concept and the principle of
an FOFC-based tandem interferometry technique. The unique
feature of an FOFC-based tandem interferometer is that high
temporal coherence peaks can be observed between differ-
ent pairs of phase pulses from the FOFC light source, and
the length information can be transmitted and “compressed”
between two separated places such as a calibration labora-
tory and an individual satellite. The proof-of-the-principle ex-
periments were presented and validated the proposed prin-
ciple. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first report
on the principle and the experimental development of an
FOFC-based tandem interferometer. The present technique is
expected to be useful for the measurement of high-precision
long distances for not only science purposes but also industry
requirements.
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